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ELABORATING COST AND PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT METHODS IN TRANSPORT

ABSTRACT

Transport companies are facing management problems of

enhancing operation efficiency at limited resources. The deci-

sion-making procedures applicable to solve such problems can

be made more reliable if relevant information on basic compo-

nents of business or technology processes are available. This in-

formation base can be produced by using cost and performance

management methods combining financial and technology

system parameters. The paper aims at summarising the re-

search results conducted in the field of developing cost and per-

formance controlling tools using this approach for the case of

different transport companies. After explaining the main mod-

elling principles, the experiences of empirical pilot projects are

discussed. The preliminary results of these projects have proved

the significance of the elaborated methodology. At the same

time, it can also be concluded that the modelling tool shall be

adapted to the specific circumstances of the examined trans-

port companies before practical implementations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transport services quality requirements are get-
ting higher and higher. At the same time the available
financial resources are limited. In such a business en-
vironment transport companies shall pay special at-
tention to the – as far as possible – optimal resource
allocation during decision-making. Public transport
services are particularly affected by efficiency prob-
lems as they are in the forefront of social interest.
Their organisation and financing tasks are deter-
mined by many, sometimes contradictory factors like
accessibility, the need of cost savings, attractive
prices, etc [1].

To solve the resource allocation related manage-
ment tasks of transport companies, reliable informa-
tion are needed also about the basic components of
business and technology processes. Aggregated val-
ues are not (always) sufficient when evaluating opera-

tion efficiency: the exact costs (and margins) of ele-
mentary transport services or “products” (as so called
profit objects) shall be made calculable, too. How-
ever, these calculations are performed in practice by
using arbitrary cost distribution keys or averaged val-
ues. For example, transport companies often apply
universal average cost values (e. g. EUR / vehicle kilo-
metre calculated by the simple division of total costs
and performances) for the planning of their activities.
This procedure ignores the cost differentiation fac-
tors (like vehicle features or service characteristics,
etc.) and so can lead to distorted judgements regard-
ing profitability and cost efficiency. In the end dis-
torted decisions may result in insufficient resource al-
location.

Cost allocation problems in transport can be inter-
preted at macro as well as at micro level. In the former
case the social cost structure of the whole transport
system shall be examined by distributing the cost ele-
ments among service providers, users and other af-
fected parties. In the latter case transport companies
analyse their operation cost structures, the cost drivers
and the relations between cost and performances.
This paper deals with micro level cost and the corre-
sponding performance management problems and
their possible solutions.

Mainly, the vertically or horizontally integrated
transport companies can benefit from the results of
improved cost and performance management as they
operate with a high ratio of indirect costs. This is the
case when certain resources are used by multiple ele-
mentary transport services/products and so the costs
of these resources cannot be assigned to profit ob-
jects in a simple way. The stronger competition on
open transport markets supports company integra-
tions (mergers or acquisitions). These trends can al-
ready be observed in road and rail freight transport,
logistics and air transport. Thus, we can expect more
integrated or big-sized undertakings in transport,
which promotes the elaboration of controlling meth-
ods concentrating on the right management of indi-
rect costs.
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2. BASIC HYPOTHESIS

Several authors propose to extend the functional-
ity of traditional accounting systems by introducing an
operation costing solution able to give more accurate
information on product or activity costs. The models
developed to reach this management goal had been
first applied in the manufacturing industry [2]. At-
tempts for adapting the methodology to other sectors
have shown that the principles of operation costing
can be used in industries producing different kinds of
services – among them, transport or logistics services,
too [3,4,5]. The broader application of modern con-
trolling tools can be expected even in the Hungarian
transport-logistics sector. These tools can help cope
with management problems derived from the antici-
pated trends [6]. Based on these experiences it is rea-
sonable to set up a general framework for an im-
proved transport costing and performance manage-
ment by taking into account its specific business char-
acteristics.

The basic idea of improving transport costing is to
include additional, technology-related information
into the calculation. By doing so, indirect costs are al-
located to profit objects through using technology per-
formance flows instead of ad-hoc distribution keys.
Performance flows reflect the cause and effect rela-
tions between the value chain elements. It is assumed
that the combination of accounting and technology
data prevents or at least mitigates the information
losses caused by simple averaging or aggregation. The
proposed method uses average values, too (see later);
however, these values are calculated at lower levels of
organisation hierarchy so that information distortions
can be significantly reduced.

Figure 1 shows the general approach of the trans-
port cost calculation methodology taking advantages
of technology performance indicators. The mecha-
nism of the model seems to be not too complicated:
the cost elements which cannot be allocated to profit
objects directly shall be assigned to cost objects or ac-
tivities taking part in the production of elementary
transport services or products. Technology systems
deliver performance indicators for each cost object or
activity. It makes it possible to elaborate calculation
prices (specific or average costs) for the cost objects or
activities. After monetising the performances “con-
sumed” by a certain profit object and adding its direct
costs the prime cost of a transport service/product will
turn out. If revenue data can also be made available at
this accounting level the margins of profit objects can
be analysed, too [1].

Although the basic principle of the model is rela-
tively “simple” its practical adaptation is in general
more difficult. The high number of profit or cost ob-
jects, activities, furthermore the performance flows

which contain numerous feedbacks may hamper the
implementation procedure. Many times the lack of
appropriate performance indicators prevents detailed
calculations. Thus, each practical application of the
model needs careful preparatory research work when
the internal and external environment features of the
examined transport company or service chain are
taken into account. After all, there are some general
considerations which give guidelines for the system
developers and they are discussed next.

As a summary of the initial topic analysis the work
hypothesis can be defined as follows: the integration
of technology-related operation parameters and the
detailed cost and profit object calculations using these
indicators make transport costing more reliable with
special regard to indirect cost allocations.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Before defining the proposed costing model in de-
tails it is worth having a short overview of the applica-
ble alternative methods. Sophisticated descriptions of
the corresponding operative transport cost controlling
tools are rarely available in literature (from business
management point of view). The applications rather
concentrate on macro economic issues (e. g. social
costs, external costs of transport) or optimisation
problems (e. g. routing with lower costs). Thus, the
concrete adaptation of improved (and in other sectors
widely used) cost management methods – like activ-
ity-based costing – to transport business cases is of
lower importance in related research works.

The situation is slightly better in the field of logis-
tics where the cost-accounting requirements are
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clearly determined by targeted researches. They can
be also adapted to the transport sector. The most im-
portant requirements are the followings:
– appropriate cost allocation by exploring depen-

dences of cost elements and cost drivers;
– variable and fixed cost items shall be differentiated

– as far as possible – to make distinction between
short- and long-term decision-making;

– control of information is to be provided on a direct
as well as on a full cost basis (in the latter case: in-
cluding indirect costs, too).
There are various attempts to fulfil the criteria

mainly using the activity-based costing principles.
However, no “perfect” solution can be found when
evaluating the state of the art [7].

The following intends to set up and explain the op-
eration mechanism of a general transport costing
model which is complete and comprehensive enough
to enable its implementation in the case of different
cost and organisation structures, at the same time rely-
ing on former experiences and trying to meet the re-
quirements identified before. This model serves at the
same time as an evaluation tool for transport perfor-
mances and their generators.

As alternatives to the proposed methodology some
traditional cost accounting methods can be men-
tioned, like the direct product profitability (DPP) or
the customer product profitability (CPP) analyses.
The DPP analysis tries to identify the costs associated
with a product moving through the distribution chan-
nel while the CPP tool collects the costs connected to
the service process of a selected customer [5]. Both
methods result in calculated prime costs – and mar-
gins (where appropriate) – of defined profit objects
(products or customers). Theoretically, these ap-
proaches could also be applied in transport. Neverthe-
less, transport (and logistics) processes can be better
evaluated when the relations between costs/profits
and performances are also considered. It means that
the specific technology performance data are com-
bined with accounting information – like in the model
described next. The main steps of the methodology
can be observed in Figure 2.

During the practical adaptation of the transport
costing model the first step is to define the profit ob-
jects which have to be evaluated. This definition is very
important from the point of sophistication level. What
shall or can be the elementary transport services/prod-
ucts? There is no simple answer to this question. It de-
pends on several influencing factors like:
– the information demand of decision making;
– the resources available for introducing the new

controlling system;
– the availability and technology standards of infor-

mation systems.

Possible profit objects in transport can be – at dif-
ferent aggregation levels – the following:
– passenger (public) transport: a journey, a service, a

line, etc.;
– freight transport: a shipment, a service, a line, etc.;
– infrastructure provision: an elementary line sec-

tion, a line, a certain piece of the network, etc.
Of course, these considerations shall be customis-

ed according to the factors mentioned before. It is
worth noting that the ratio of indirect costs grows with
the lower aggregation levels. Revenue allocations may
become more difficult, too (mainly in passenger trans-
port). Thus the more detailed the defined profit ob-
jects, the more sophisticated calculation models and
supporting IT systems are needed. At the same time
the continuous development of IT enables making
cost and performance management practices more
and more refined.

After having defined the profit objects, a clear dif-
ferentiation between direct and indirect cost elements
can be carried out. These cost elements are taken over
from the general ledger. Direct costs can be allocated
to the profit objects straightaway. The more aggre-
gated the profit objects, the more cost elements can be
assigned to them directly. What can be direct costs?
As having seen before it depends on the definition of
the profit object. For example, in the case of a certain
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transport service infrastructure user charges or the
fuel consumed (if it is measurable) are in general di-
rect costs, etc. Nevertheless, there remain such cost el-
ements which cannot be assigned to profit objects on a
cause-effect basis. Here comes into forefront the addi-
tional use of cost objects or activities as “mediators”.

Cost objects are units which serve the production
of multiple profit objects (i. e. elementary transport
“products”). Such objects can be for example mainte-
nance, sales or disposition units, vehicles or vehicle
types, construction works, etc. If business or technol-
ogy processes are the basis of depiction, operational
activities can be used for indirect cost distribution in-
stead of cost objects. Here, maintenance, sales, plan-
ning, disposition, operative management, accounting,
etc. are considered as process elements. The main or-
ganisational units or process elements can be – of
course – further differentiated if necessary (depend-
ing on the aggregation level). The activity-based (or
process-oriented) approach reflects better the service
orientation of transport so it is advisable to prefer it
when developing the controlling model. Theoretically,
the two approaches can be combined but this is not ap-
plied in practice due to inconsistencies.

Thus, indirect costs shall be first driven over to cost
objects or activities. This can be solved by assigning re-
sources – working force, materials, tools, procured
services, etc. – to them and record the costs caused by
resource consumption. This may expand the book-
keeping tasks as each cost record is to be extended by a
cost object or an activity code. If ignoring this addi-
tional recording an ex post harmonisation of the ac-
count structure and the cost object or activity struc-
ture may be necessary.

After having built up the cost structure of cost ob-
jects or activities another task is to find appropriate
performance indicators – cost drivers – for these enti-
ties. A starting point are the parameters collected in
the technology (sub)systems like traffic, vehicle, hu-
man and maintenance management, etc. The selected
performance indicators are to be measurable or at
least estimable. Generally, time, volume or movement
based parameters can be used for measuring the per-
formance intensity of cost objects or activities in trans-
port, for example: operation time, working time,
pieces, tonnes, passengers, handlings, vehicle kilo-
metres, passenger kilometres, etc. If (long-term) time
series of object/activity costs and potential perfor-
mances are available a regression and correlation
counting can help choose the suitable cost drivers (see
later).

In possession of cost drivers the object or activity
costs can be further differentiated into fixed (e. g. fix
depreciation, monthly salaries, etc.) and variable (e. g.
material costs, piece rates) parts according to their re-
lations to performance intensity. So, the total as well

as the variable average cost of each cost object or ac-
tivity can also be calculated through dividing the re-
spective cost value by the performance value. Theo-
retically, both specific cost values are applicable for
accounting price purposes – for monetising the perfor-
mance flows – but it is more reasonable to choose the
average variable cost. In this case only performance-
-dependent cost items are posted up, which meets
better the requirements of cause-effect based calcula-
tions. Specific object or activity costs are important in-
formation sources, too. They make it possible to inves-
tigate the balance between resource consumption and
performance realisation. The reasons for occasional
deviations – volume or monetary based – can also be
assessed.

The prime cost of a certain profit object (i. e. an el-
ementary transport “product”) can be calculated by
adding the monetised performance consumption –
coming from the cost objects or activities taking part
in the production – to its direct costs. To do this the
performance consumption of profit objects shall be
measured or at least estimated; furthermore, the per-
formance flows shall be evaluated by using the ac-
counting prices (specific costs) mentioned before. The
margin of a certain profit object results from debiting
its revenue with its prime cost. If variable average
costs have been used for performance monetisation
margins, gross values as fixed (object or activity) costs
are not yet considered. They can be included into the
calculation at higher aggregation levels (e. g. when
evaluating the profitability of a “product” group, a di-
vision or the whole company).

The ideal case is when the complete cost and per-
formance management system (see Figure 2) can be
set up and operated in a transportation company.
However, the methodology can also be used when
only some modules or procedures – constituting a sim-
plified but consistent subsystem – are implemented.
The pilot applications analysed in the next chapter
show examples for this finding.

4. RESEARCH RESULTS

The proposed transport costing model – or at least
its main principles – has been tested in several pilot
projects in the Hungarian transport system for the last
decade. However, no complete application is avail-
able yet: the considerable data requirements, the lim-
its of information sources and the business secret con-
siderations have enabled only partial implementa-
tions.

The main implementation area has been the rail-
way sector. Railway companies are the most suitable
entities for the recommended cost and performance
model verifications as they operate a very complex
service system with a high ratio of indirect costs. It is
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still valid even after the reorganisations resulting in
the disintegration of the former monopolistic opera-
tion structures. The following gives an overview of the
main outcomes of railway-oriented transport costing
projects.

The first examinations had been carried out for the
case of integrated railway companies: profit-object
analyses of the incumbent and a regional railway com-
pany. The goal of these investigations was to elaborate
the gross margins (revenues debited with prime costs)
of different profit objects (freight trains and ship-
ments). This time all cost elements had to be consid-
ered as indirect as no intern service system – e. g. infra-
structure or traction charging – was operated between
the different business areas. Another problem was
that the basic input data necessary for the calculations
were available in information systems operating with
aggregated values (costs, revenues and performances)
only. So several averaging had to be used when count-
ing the gross margins of selected rail freight transport
“products”.

Nevertheless, the application of the model contrib-
uted to the refinement of profit object calculations by
making the prime cost structure more transparent and
by differentiating the use of existing (generalised) av-
erage cost values. Table 1 summarises the – simplified
– calculation results of a selected block freight train
(carrying containers). The calculations showed that
the gross margin of a freight train is about 30-40% and
of a shipment about 50-60%. Note that these values
contain only allocated items of cause-effect cost distri-
butions [8].

The reorganisation – disintegration – process of
the incumbent railway company enabled to conduct
more detailed cost and performance analyses. The

most sophisticated application of the developed trans-
port costing procedure (so far) was realised for the
case of the infrastructure manager unit as a partly in-
dependently operating business area. This targeted
research had been worked out in the frame of EU 6.
FP R&D project GRACE. Its aim is to give estima-
tions on average and marginal costs of infrastructure
management by using the activity based costing ap-
proach. The results can be applied for improved estab-
lishing of the infrastructure user charges in the Hun-
garian rail network [9].

The first step in applying activity-based costing was
the creation of appropriate input data. The starting
point to that was the database of integrated account-
ing management system of the incumbent railway
company. Here, all transactions (causing costs or reve-
nues) are recorded by using also the so called activity
code. Thus, each cost item – reflecting various re-
source consumptions – can be coupled to one or more
activities during recording it.

The examination of activity codes resulted in the
fact that about 700 activities are totally or at least par-
tially related to the infrastructure unit. A directed
query to the selected activity codes resulted in quite a
large set of cost data for five years: 2001-2005. A com-
plex performance measurement is not electronically
supported within the railway company. Therefore, the
necessary performance indicators – train km, station
usage, passenger and tonne kilometre, seat kilometre,
tonnes – were collected from multiple information
sources (transactional systems) like the freight for-
warding management or the traction management
system, etc. All data entities were further divided into
train categories, geographical entities and organisa-
tional entities.
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Table 1 - Gross margin calculation of a block train as profit object (in EUR at 1999 prices)

Prime costs

Main cost elements Main cost drivers Values

Infrastructure use (operation, maintenance and depreciation of
constructive works, operation of stations)

gross tonne kilometre, no. of trains 459.05

Carriage rents - (direct calculation) 100.55

Commercial services (operation of stations) no. of stops, no. of trains 67.05

Shunting (operation and maintenance of engines) gross tonne kilometre, no. of trains 89.96

Technology services for carriages (operation of technology units) gross tonne kilometre, no. of trains 13.79

Traction (operation and maintenance of engines) gross tonne kilometre, no. of trains 132.43

Total: 862.83

Revenues

Charges for transportation and additional services: 1359.75

Total: 1359.75

Gross margin: 496.92

Source: author’s own calculations



For those activities related to infrastructure opera-
tion proper cost drivers had to be found. The cost driv-
ers came from the dataset of performance indicators.
Finding the most appropriate cost driver to each activ-
ity code was carried out by regression analyses. All ac-
tivity costs in the reference years were examined with a
variety of regression functions: time series of activity
costs and performance indicators were coupled (for
the reference time period). The calculations were car-
ried out for each performance indicator separately. In
case of each activity the best correlation had to be
found. The correlation between costs and perfor-
mances was then described by proper regression func-
tions.

The former procedure resulted in about 700 differ-
ent cost functions (one per activity) which could not be
handled by the model so that some simplifications
should have been added. Thus, the main aims of fur-
ther regression analyses were to build homogenous ac-
tivity groups that can be analysed independently but
compress information at an acceptable level.
Grouping of activities and their cost functions was car-
ried out in two steps: rough grouping according to the
textual contents of each activity and then refinement
of grouping through the similarity of cost drivers. This
process resulted in 6 activity groups. Cost data were
also added and a second round regression analysis
took place to find out the general performance indica-
tors (cost drivers) for each activity group. According
to the first estimations less than 10% of the reliability
of final statements was lost because of this grouping.

Thus, cost functions for the 6 activity groups were
created. These functions were dependent on at least

one but in some cases even on three performance indi-
cators. Marginal costs could be received by the deriva-
tion of the cost functions while in the case of average
costs the current cost values had to be divided by ac-
tual transport performances. Table 2 contains the esti-
mated marginal and average cost data calculated by
using the most suitable cost drivers. Note that the re-
sults can only be validated within the examined time
and performance intervals.

Currently, the former integrated national railway
company is operated as a holding company coordinat-
ing the work of its affiliated undertakings as the pas-
senger transport, the traction and the maintenance
company. Infrastructure management and some back-
ground services (like centralised procurement or facil-
ity management, etc.) are still integrated parts of the
holding company. The freight transport unit has been
privatised – taken over by the freight transport com-
pany of the Austrian Railways. A research project as-
sessing the control and management procedures of
this new rail transport system has just been launched.
The first results are available mainly about the rail
passenger transport company.

The general finding of the preliminary observa-
tions is that the organisational separation has made
the accounting systems more transparent: the former
internal services – like traction, maintenance or infra-
structure provision – are governed by service agree-
ments. It has simplified also the cost structure of the
passenger transport undertaking as the ratio of direct
costs has been higher: 60-70% of total costs can be
connected to infrastructure or traction charges (as
purchased services) which can be directly allocated to
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Table 2 - Calculated marginal and average costs for core activities of rail infrastructure management (in
EUR at 2005 prices)

Activity groups Marginal costs Average costs

train movement (depreciation, maintenance of line seg-
ments; renewal works that are not assigned to stations; con-
trol of traffic safety, signalling)

0.22
(per train km)

3.5
(per train km)

path allocation (timetabling; capacity control; planning traf-
fic volumes, planning of charges)

2.52
(per no. of trains)

29.8
(per no. of trains)

interim passenger train services (station signalling for pas-
senger trains, passenger infrastructure usage – platforms,
underground passes, waiting rooms)

1.09
(per no. of pass. train stops)

13.4
(per no. of pass. train stops)

beginning/end of line passenger train services (using station
infrastructure for reversing trains, pre-heating or cooling;
providing passenger information)

1.85
(per no. of pass. trains)

17.1
(per no. of pass. trains)

marshalling/shunting for freight wagons (using marshalling
facilities, their depreciation, maintenance, renewal and op-
eration)

0.81
(per no. of marsh. wagons)

5.03
(per no. of marsh. wagons)

consignment of freight wagons (before/end-of journey serve
of freight wagons, including personnel, traction power and
energy; security check)

0.74
(per no. of cons. wagons)

8.22
(per no. of cons. wagons)

Source: GRACE Task Report 1.2F, 2006



passenger trains as profit objects. However, the vol-
ume of the remaining 30-40% – mainly indirect – cost
items is high enough to improve the cost and perfor-
mance management system by introducing a more in-
tensive use of monetised performance flows.

Although the continuous business process reor-
ganisation has improved the management informa-
tion system the current business planning and report-
ing practices of the rail passenger transport company
are still determined mostly by top-down approaches.
It means that the starting points of cost and perfor-
mance calculations are in general aggregated values.
It is due to data collecting mechanisms not supporting
the depiction of performance flows and corresponding
cost distributions. The main methodological short-
coming of the controlling system is the lack of detailed
profit object calculations. The “products” are evalu-
ated from the point of view of cost effectiveness in ag-
gregated levels only (e. g. product groups by market
segments or revenue types). No information on the
cost coverage ratio of passenger trains is available
(yet), although this information would be necessary
for public service contracts, too.

Some initial steps towards bottom-up controlling
processes, however, have already been taken. Plan-
ning procedures contain several feedbacks when refin-
ing business and technology plans. Technology perfor-
mance data (mainly in aggregated forms) are used – as
cost drivers – for cost planning. The main organisa-
tional units (e. g. the regional passenger transport ser-
vice centres) serve as cost objects and are responsible
for their operation costs and performances.

The planned developments of the controlling sys-
tem rely on two key areas. On the one hand the cost
object structure – and the corresponding cost and per-
formance management mechanism – is intended to be
made more detailed (less aggregated). On the other
hand, considerable improvements of information sys-
tems have been launched. They aim to make visible
the costs and revenues of rail passenger transport lines
(as possible profit objects). The principles of the pro-
posed transport costing model can be applied here,
too, to establish better the cost distribution and alloca-
tion methods used by the modernised management in-
formation system.

5. DISCUSSION

The findings of the pilot projects aiming at adapt-
ing the theoretical transport costing model to practical
circumstances have made clear the advantages, the
limits and the operation conditions of improved cost
and performance management. The main advantage
of the model implementation is that transport activi-
ties or “products” (services) are becoming assessable
at the elementary levels of organisation/product hier-

archy without relying on inaccurate and uniform data
coming from arbitrary allocations. These allocations
can be namely managed on – at least partly – cause-ef-
fect basis when using the model.

The method can be theoretically brought to 100%
perfection when the distortions in cost allocations are
totally eliminated. It would, however, need a very ex-
tensive and precise performance measurement and
cost collection which cannot be realised under reason-
able conditions. It would cost more than the gained
benefits. A 100% adaptation of the model is not even
necessary in practice. It can be accepted as a satisfying
result when the integration of technology parameters
into economic calculations makes the correctness of
costing information better – with special regard to the
core activities – in comparison with the outcomes of
traditional, accountancy-based approaches.

One of the most important implementation pre-
requisites is the availability of appropriate input data
bases. The basic data can generally be obtained from
the transactional information systems. However,
these data shall be transformed, combined and stored
according to the input requirements of the calculation
model (cost items and performance indicators cou-
pled to objects or activities). These data management
tasks can be arranged in a more effective way when a
dedicated data warehouse and a business intelligence
tool exploiting it are introduced.

6. CONCLUSION

After verifying the elaborated transport costing
and performance evaluation approach it can be con-
cluded that the application of calculation methods
combining technology and economic parameters/data
contributes significantly to the more exact establish-
ment of decisions on resource allocation. The deci-
sion-making process is supported particularly by the
more reliable information on elementary (or of less
aggregated level) business activities or objects, and by
the better understanding of performance relations
and cost drivers within value chains. If analysing the
connection between the cost structure and the costing
model it can be stated that the higher the ratio of indi-
rect costs, the more sophisticated calculation method
is necessary.

Regarding possible directions of further (related)
researches the following considerations can be drawn:

– it is often not clear how to select suitable perfor-
mance indicators to cost objects or activities. The
possible solutions are the regression and correla-
tion analyses (as seen before) but more research is
necessary to find other applicable methods for this
problem;
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– performance flows in the calculation models are
often dependent on each other. It requires an iter-
ative approach which could be further refined to
avoid inconsistencies;

– the distinction between fixed and variable cost ele-
ments is often difficult. More guidelines on this
problem area would help to cope with the differen-
tiation problem in practice;

– the transport cost controlling practices are still in-
flexible, accountancy based. More emphasis
should be given to transform them into a process or
activity based environment which reflects better
the business features of transport.
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KÖLTSÉG- ÉS TELJESÍTMÉNYMENEDZSMENT
MÓDSZEREK FEJLESZTÉSE A KÖZLEKEDÉSBEN

A közlekedési vállalatok olyan menedzsment problémák-

kal állnak szemben, amelyek a mûködési hatékonyság javítását

tûzik ki célul korlátozott erõforrások mellett. Az ilyen problé-

mák megoldására alkalmazható döntés elõkészítõ eljárások

megbízhatóbbá tehetõk, amennyiben az üzleti és technológiai

folyamatok elemi összetevõirõl releváns információk állnak

rendelkezésre. Ez az információs bázis olyan költség- és teljesít-

ménymenedzsment módszerek alkalmazásával állítható elõ,

amelyek kombinálják a pénzügyi és a mûszaki rendszerjel-

lemzõket. A cikk célja azoknak a kutatási eredményeknek az

összefoglalása, amelyek ezt a megközelítést használó költség és

teljesítmény kontrolling fejlesztési projektekben álltak elõ kü-

lönbözõ közlekedési vállalatoknál. A fõbb modellezési elvek

tárgyalását követõen az empirikus kísérleti projektek eredmén-

yei kerülnek bemutatásra. E projektek elõzetes eredményei bi-

zonyították a kidolgozott módszertan létjogosultságát. Ugya-

nakkor az is megállapítható, hogy a gyakorlati implementációt

megelõzõen a modellezési eszközt adaptálni kell a vizsgált köz-

lekedési vállalatok speciális körülményeire.
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